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Loan secured by pledge 

(amount of silver) ·a (creditor) ina mu¿¿i (debtor). 
(amount of silver)(is) owed to (creditor) by (debtor).  

(object) ma·kanu ·a (creditor).        
(object) is the pledge of (creditor). 

r®·û ·anamma … ul i·alla† adi (creditor)… i·allimu 
Another creditor has not right to dispose … until (creditor) …is satisfied  



Antichretic pledge 

Creditor is granted usufruct of the pledged object 
Income from usufruct offsets interest payments 

   idi b¬ti    / (i®nu) u ¿ubul kaspi i®nu 
   eb‚r eqli  

There is  no rent for the house / and no interest for the silver 
               no yield for the field 

Results in long-term debt relationship that requires no regular payments 



Sale of real estate 

Sale requires payment of the complete purchase price in order to be valid 

ana ·¬mi·u gamr‚ti   for its full price 

Receipt clause for full purchase price included  

    … e†ir / ma¿ir, apil 
(amount of silver) received,  (seller) is paid. 



Guarantee clause 

rugummâ ul ¬·i ul iturr‚-ma  
ana a¿®me· ul iraggum‚ 
matima ina arkât ‚m∂  
ina a¿¿∂ m®r∂  
kimti nis‚titi u sal®ti  
·a b¬t (vendor)  
·a illâmma ina mu¿¿i eqli ·u®ti  
idabbubu u·adbabu innû upaqqaru  
umma eqlu ·u®ti ul nadin-ma  
kaspu ul mahir iqabbû 
p®qir®nu kasap imhuru  
adi 12-ta-àm itanappal 

He has no grounds for dispute,  
they shall not return (to court),  
they shall have no dispute with one another. 
In the future, for all time,  
whoever from among the  
brothers, sons, family, relations or kin  
of the house of (vendor)  
turns up and begins a lawsuit  
with respect to this field or 
causes someone else to sue, or changes  
(the substance of this agreement)  
or raises a claim by saying:  
‘this (object) is not sold  
and the silver not received’ 
that claimant shall pay back  
12 times over the amount he received. 



TCL 12 120, 1–8 

(Concerning) 11 minas 18 shekels of silver (in a) sealed bag,  
the balance of the purchase price of the house of PN1  
that PN2 has purchased: 

These 11 minas 18 shekels of silver he deposited with PN3  
to meet any loss of a creditor of this house.  



TCL 12 120, 8a–10 

Until PN2, the purchaser of this house, died, 
 there was no creditor (with claims) on this deposit.  



TCL 12 120, 11–16 

Now, four years after the death of PN2 (the purchaser)  
and PN3 to whom the deposit was entrusted,  

PN1 concerning this deposit came to PN4, son of PN3,  
and without authorities and judges  
he did not return the deposit to him. 



TCL 12 120, 17–19 

They approached the authorities and judges and spoke  
to PN5, the chief administrator (·atammu, coll.) of Esangila, thus: 

‘Is there a claim of the temple concerning this deposit?’ 



TCL 12 120, 20–21 

PN5 spoke thus: ‘I do not know of any a claim  
on this deposit by the temple or somebody else.’  



TCL 12 120, 21a–27 

This deposit in its seal(ed state)  
PN4 has returned and handed over to PN1  

in the presence of … (officials with title).  
B¬t-·ar-Babili, year 17 of Nabonidus. 



TCL 12 120 
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Irregular depositum ‘dressed up’ as regular 

(pretense that the original ‘object’ was returned,  
Although the son of the depositary in all likelyhood  
made use of the deposited silver in his business) 

KUŠ.ḫi-in-du šá-a-šú ina NA4.KIŠIB-šú  



Nbn 44 obv. 

λ     



Nbn 44 rev. 

λ     



Nbn 44 (collated): 1–5 

1½? MA.NA 2 GÍN KÙ.BABBAR  

re-¿e-et ∞ÁM ≠  ≠ 
É* nu-dun*-ni-e  ·á  fgu-gu-ú-a  

·á ˘™±AG-lu-[ú-sa?]-lim? 
ßse-pi-ri ·á LUGAL  

a-na KÙ.BABBAR im-¿u-ru-ma  
ina lìb-bi [1½? MA.NA] 

2 GÍN KÙ.BABBAR  

ina pa-ni ˘™±AG-∞E∞v-MU 
A-·ú ·á ˘·u-la-a A ˘e-gi-bi  

paq-du 

(Concerning) 92 shekels of silver,  

the balance of the purchase price of a  

house (belonging to) the dowry of fPN1  

which PN2 

(title)  

bought (lit. ‘received for silver’): 
Out of 92 shekels  

<that>  
with (ina p®n) PN4  

(affiliation) 
were deposited (paqdu, lit. ‘entrusted’)  



Nbn 44 (collated): 6–11 

½ MA.«NA?» [i]-«na?» KÙ.BABBAR  

SAG.DU ù UR5.RA 
·á 1½ MA.NA 2 GÍN KÙ.BABBAR  

·á a-di qí-it ·á £AB 
fgu-gu-ú-a  

DUMU.SAL-su ·á ˘za-kir A LÚ-PA.∞Eˆ 
u ˘™BE*-NUMUN-DÙ  

A-·ú ·á ˘™±AG-NUMUN-SI.SÁ A ˘e-gi-bi  

DUMU-·ú  

ina q®t∂" ˘™±AG-∞E∞v-MU 
ma¿-ru-º 

30 shekels from the silver,  

principal and interest  

of 92 shekels that (accrued)  

until the end of ˝ebet (the current month)  
fPN1  

(affiliation) 

and PN3 

(affiliation) 

her son,  

from PN4 

have received . 



Nbn 44 (collated): 12–14 

re-e¿-tu4 1 MA.NA KÙ.BABBAR  
ina pa-ni ˘™±AG-∞E∞v-MU 

ITI 2-ta ∞U".v KÙ.BABBAR  
UR5.RA-·ú ˘™±AG-∞E∞v-MU 

a-na fgu-gu-ú-a u  
˘™BE*-NUMUN-DÙ 
 i-n[am-din] 

The balance of 60 shekels  
(remains) at the disposal  
of PN4. 
Per month PN4 will pay  
two-thirds (of a shekel)  
of silver (as) interest  
to fPN1 and PN3. 



Part of the purchase price for a house is held in escrow 

fPN1: (with PN4): vendor and depositor 

PN2: buyer (not involved) 

PN3: depositary (royal judge and business man) 

Partial repayment of the principal 

Payment of interest to date 

Remaining deposit accrues 131/3% interest, 
i.e., it is discounted by 33% 

vendor depositary 
deposit 

interest 



BM 38145 



[(Concerning) the silver for  

the purchase] of the house of PN1  

that PN2  

has bought (lit. ‘received’): 
Out of (this amount)  

3½ minas of silver )  

under seal 

authorized by (l®-p®n) PN3 

with (ina p®n) PN4  

have been deposited  

(ippaqid, lit. ‘entrusted’) 



[(Concerning) the silver for  

the purchase] of the house of PN1  

that PN2  

has bought (lit. ‘received’): 
Out of (this amount)  

3½ minas of silver )  

under seal 

authorized by (l®-p®n) PN3 

with (ina p®n) PN4  

have been deposited  

(ippaqid, lit. ‘entrusted’) 



[(Per annum) x]+25 kur of dates  
(as) interest of this silver  
PN4 will give to PN1. 
His date orchard at the ∞ama· Gate  
is pledged to PN1 (vendor/depositor)  
until he will be satisfied  
with respect to his silver.  
In the presence of PN5,  
governor of Babylon,  
this record was established. 



BM 38145 

Part of the purchase price for a house is held in escrow 

PN1: vendor of the house,  
  depositor and recipient of the interest in kind 

PN2: buyer of the house (not involved) 

PN3: person to mediate (scribe, notary or judge) 

PN4: depositary and payer of interest 
PN5: official to witness the transaction 

interest in kind, to be paid to the depositor  
(interest rate not known because of damage) 

recipient of silver provides pledge 



governor 

buyer 

mediator 

depositary vendor 

deposit deposit 

interest 



BM 38145 

interest in kind, to be paid to the depositor  
(interest rate not known because of damage) 

recipient of silver provides pledge 



BM 38145 

No straight-forward debt note 

paq®du as a terminus technicus for a deposit 

Official as mediator between creditor and debtor 

Supervision by governor 

Office provides legitimacy and inspires trust  

No doubt that this is an irregular deposit 

What does ina kingi·u really mean? 

Legal fiction or transferred meaning of kan®ku? 

One step away from deposit banking where 

Debtor-creditor relation remains anonymous and 

Mediator profits from arbitrage 



BM 38145 

No doubt that this is de facto an irregular deposit 

What does ina kingi·u really mean? 

Legal fiction or transferred meaning of kan®ku? 



BM 38145 

one step away from deposit banking where 

debtor-creditor relation remains anonymous and 

mediator profits from arbitrage 



authority 

mediator 
depositary debtor vendor 

deposit credit 

interest interest 


